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Abstract
Hidden web contains huge amount of high quality data which are not indexed to search engines. Hidden web refers to web pages which are
generated dynamically by embedding backend data matching the search keywords, in server-side templates. They are created for human
consumption and makes automated processing cumbersome since structured data is embedded within unstructured HTML tags. In order to
enable machine processing, structured data must be detected, extracted and annotated. Many heuristic based approaches DeLa [1], MSAA [2] are
available in the literature to perform automatic annotation. Most of these techniques fail if data values didn't contain labels present as part of the
attribute value itself or if it is not available explicitly as part of the form interface or query response pages. The proposed technique addresses this
issue by collecting domain keywords from multiple websites belonging to the business domain of interest and then, it captures the pattern in the
form of semantic rules. Experimental results show that single heuristics is not sufficient to label all the data value groups. The annotators are
applied one after the other according to their capability of assigning the most appropriate label. Experiments show that this technique has
improved the precision and recall values compared to the existing annotation techniques.
Copyright © 2018 Faculty of Computers and Information Technology, Future University in Egypt. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Traditional Crawlers deal with Publicly Index able Web
(PIW) which represents the set of pages reachable purely by
crawling through hyperlinks. There is another side of web
known as Hidden Web or Deep Web which corresponds to
pages dynamically generated by filling-in search forms.
Tremendous amount of high quality content is hidden behind
such search forms [3]. Extraction of structured data from semistructured HTML pages is an enduring research area which
has attracted the attention of many researchers in the past
decades. The process involves deduction of wrappers followed
by data extraction. Most of the well-known wrapper induction
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: umamage@gmail.com (U. Baskaran), rkalpana@pec.
edu (K. Ramanujam).
Peer review under responsibility of Faculty of Computers and Information
Technology, Future University in Egypt.

techniques like ExALG [4], RoadRunner [5], FivaTech [6],
Trinity [7] concentrate on automating data extraction whereas
labeling of extracted data has to be done manually. Manual
labeling is a tedious process and it has to be automated. Also,
labeling is a crucial step in data extraction process which is
comprehensive. There are two different types of search query
forms: simple and advanced. Advanced search query forms
come with many form elements using which search results are
refined. It eases out the task of labeling, since most of the
attribute values of extracted data records matches with the
keywords in query interface form. Names associated with the
form control elements such as checkbox, drop down list viz.
can be used to assign labels to the corresponding attribute
value in search response pages. Fig. 1 shows the example of
simple and advanced search interface forms.
Fig. 2 shows the search results page where most of the
attributes get their labels from the field names of advanced
search interface form page.
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Fig. 1. Simple vs. advanced book search.

Fig. 2. Advanced search form and search results page.

2. Related works
Deep Web Data Extraction and annotation gained interests
among researchers over the past decades. Initially, systems
such as [8,9] rely on human users to perform manual labeling
of interested sections on training samples and then the system
induces wrappers to extract those data. Such wrapper induction systems faces limitations such as poor scalability due to
manual labeling.
In order to deal with this problem, automatic annotation
techniques came into existence. Annotation of extracted data

https://digitalcommons.aaru.edu.jo/fcij/vol3/iss2/25

helps machine to process the web data automatically which
otherwise would be impossible. Consider the case of a travel
bot retrieving data records from multiple airline service providers' website. The extracted data records contain values
namely source, destination, departure time, arrival time,
number of passengers and fare. The search response pages
written in HTML pages rendered by browser, is designed for
human consumption. In order to enable machine to automatically interpret the search response, each and every data unit
should be associated with its corresponding semantic label.
The process of associating semantic labels with data units in a
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data record is known as annotation. Annotation schemes
available so far in the literature belong to any one of the
following categories: form interface based, result page schema
based or ontology based.
DeLa [1] is a form interface based technique where it uses
labels present in search query form to annotate the extracted
attribute values. This technique faces the drawback of inability
to recognize certain attributes whose labels are not available as
part of search form interface. Another technique similar to
DeLa [1] is [10], in which extraction and labeling are done
concurrently. The drawback of this technique is that it uses a
set of predefined labels which are insufficient.
In Ref. [11], annotation technique based on query result
pages has been discussed. This technique makes use of visual
clues to label attribute values. It is based on the heuristic that
attribute label will be present in close proximity to attribute
value in visual rendering of the web page. Limitation faced by
this technique is that, if the attribute name is not specified
explicitly in query result pages as in the case of social web
forums then, the label remains undetected. Techniques such as
[12,13] makes use of spatial locality and presentation styles
such as font face, size, color viz. to find related attributes. The
learning process is dependent on business domain which limits
its applicability.
Domain ontology based annotation systems (OBA)
[14e16] faces the problem of availability of ontology specific
to the business domain of concern, in order to carry out the
annotation process.
Later, systems which uses multiple source for annotation
(MSAA) [2] has been introduced. In addition to heuristics
mentioned in Refs. [1,17], the proposed approach takes into
account rules derived from systematic analysis of various web
pages belonging to the business domain of interest.

419

crawling and it provides a set of query result pages as
output. URLs corresponding to those query result
pages is given as input to WDE based on Semantic
Analysis [18].
WDE based on Semantic Analysis [18]: Extraction
is guided by semantic rules database which is constructed using domain knowledge. It starts with labeling the leaf nodes of the DOM tree, with their
corresponding semantic types. Then, Data Rich Region
(DRR) is detected by selecting the node which is
associated with the Maximum Repeated Semantic
Features. MRSF indicates the presence of intended data
records. Finally, XPath [20] to every attribute value
within the data record is determined, which is used as
template to extract the attribute values of similar data
records. The extracted attribute values of data records
are stored in Comma Separated Values (CSV) format.
B. Annotator e Three types of annotators are used to carry
out the labeling process namely structural features based
annotator, semantic features based annotator and form
interface based annotator. As a first step, data values
belonging to the same concept are grouped together and
then the annotators are applied one after another in order
to determine the appropriate label for each attribute values
group (AG).
Some of the heuristics used in this work are inferred
from DeLa [1,17], while others are derived by extensive
analysis of search query interface form, of various websites belonging to the domain of interest. It also includes
heuristics in the form of semantic rules used during
extraction process [18]. Inclusion of semantic rules in the
labeling phase, increases the number of attribute value
groups (AG) getting annotated, as these rules are inferred
from domain knowledge.

3. Proposed approach e Multi-Heuristics Annotator
(MHA)
3.1. Problem of annotation
The problem of deep web data annotation can be defined as
follows: Annotation is the process of associating appropriate
semantic labels to each attribute value present in an extracted
data record. More formally, suppose there is a set of labels
L ¼ {l1, l2, … lk} pertaining to a business domain and attribute
values V ¼ {vx1,vx2,vx3 … vxn} corresponding to data records
dx in D ¼ {d1,d2,d3 … dm}. The problem is to associate the
most appropriate label li to each vxi in V.
3.2. Architecture of Multi-Heuristics Annotator (MHA)
The architecture of the proposed system shown in Fig. 3 has
the following components:
A. Web Data Extractor based on Semantic Analysis: Web
Data Extractor based on Semantic Analysis discussed
in Ref. [18] has been used to carry out data extraction
process. First, HiWe [19] is used to perform form
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3.2.1. Structural Features based Annotator
The following structural features are considered:
i. Prefix Pattern: In most of the search result pages,
attribute name co-occurs with the attribute values. The
common prefix pattern among the attribute values
group is determined. It represents the attribute name
and it is used to label the attribute values group. For
ex, consider attribute values group {Our price: 15$,
Our price: 26$, Our price: 40$}. “Our price” is the
common prefix pattern found which is used to label
that group.
ii. Sibling node: In certain cases, attribute name appear as
immediate left-sibling of attribute value. It can be
determined by comparing the sibling nodes of attribute
value nodes. If the content of sibling nodes remains the
same, then it is used as the label.
iii. Well defined Format: Some attribute values have well
known format. For example, attribute values starting
with symbols such as £, ₹, ¥ viz. represent price, ISBN,
ISSN etc.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Multi-Heuristics Annotator (MHA).

3.2.2. Semantic Features based Annotator
i. Inferred Semantic Rules: Semantic rules used for labeling the leaf nodes in the DOM tree during extraction
can be reused during annotation process. Some of the
semantic rules inferred from product websites is shown
in Table 1.
ii. Domain Keywords: Advanced search forms contain
many domain keywords which can be used to label
attribute values. Such keywords and the possible set of
values that can be assigned are collected from multiple
advanced search interface forms belonging to the same
business domain. For ex., Handcover, Paperback,

Bundle, Bound viz. belongs to keyword Format in Book
Search Interface.

3.2.3. Form Interface based Annotator
i. Tag based: Some forms explicitly specify attribute
names using <label> tag or form elements. Content of
tag corresponding to table in query response page might
also be used during attribute labeling process.
ii. Form Element based: Certain form elements such as
input, select, button etc. associates keyword with a set of
predefined values. Attribute values which matches with

Table 1
Semantic rules database containing rules for detecting semantic type of product data [18].
Alphabets

Description

block_ele
(O)þ
(O)*
(O)1
(O)?

Identifies tags such as <td>,<div>,<p> etc.
one or more occurrence
zero or more occurrence
one occurrence
zero or one occurrence

Patterns

Description

if O is a child of <h#> or O[attr(class)].contains(“title”) then, assign
node_type ¼ Ptitle

Ptitle: Identifies title of the product
Title: If node is child of heading elements (h1, h2, h3, h4,h5 or h6) and if
its class attribute contains “title” then set node_type as title.
Pprice: Identifies price of the product
If content of the node matches with the pattern corresponding to price then,
assign node_type as price.
Pcontent: Identifies description of the Product
If content of the node has more than one word and is a child of block
elements such as div or p then, set node_type as content.
Poffer: Identifies offer price of the Product
If content of the node matches with the pattern corresponding to offer price
then, assign node_type as offer price.
If the node corresponds to <img> element then, set node_type as product
image.

If O.matches(yd[ydy,y.]þ) then, node_type ¼ Pprice
if ((W)þ && count(W) > 10 && W is a child of (block_ele) then, assign
node_type ¼ Pcontent
if O.matches (yydyydyy%yysOff$ jyydþyy%yysoff$ j
yydþyy,yydþyysþyy(yydþyy%yy)
jyy(yy-yydyydyy%yy)) then, node_type ¼ Poffer
if O.matches(img) then, node_type ¼ Pimg
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Table 2
Accuracy of Annotators.
Category

No. of pages

Actual no. of attributes

Accuracy of Annotators
Semantic
Annotator (SA)

Books

Movies

Cars

Jobs

Real
Estate
Sports
Journal

Aloe Books
Many Books
Awesome Books
IMDB
Disney Movies
Albania Movies
Auto Trader
Car Max
Car Zone
4 Jobs4
Career Builder
Job of Mine
Trulia
Remax
Haart
SoccerBase
UEFA
Elsevier
BMJ
Nature

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
1
2
1

4
2
5
2
3
4
5
6
6
3
4
5
4
5
5
6
3
5
2
2

MHA

MSAA [2]

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Books
Automobiles
Movie
Music
Average

100
99.5
100
98.5
99.5

100
98
100
97.2
98.8

98.1
98.4
93.2
93.7
95.85

98.3
98.6
96.9
95.9
97.425

97.7
99.6
90.2
90.2
94.425

97.0
94.5
90.2
90.2
92.975

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

100
100
80
100
100
75
40
83.3
66.6
66.6
50
60
75
80
80
50
100
100
100
100

3
1
3
1
1
1
2
0
5
1
2
1
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

75
50
60
50
33.33
25
40
0
83.33
33.33
50
20
50
60
60
16.66
33.33
20
50
50

2
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
5
2
2

50
50
40
0
0
50
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
50
100
100
100
100

4
2
5
2
3
4
4
5
5
3
4
4
3
4
4
6
6
5
2
2

100
100
100
100
100
100
80
83.33
83.33
100
100
80
75
80
80
100
100
100
100
100

those predefined values can be assigned corresponding
keyword as label. For ex., Suppose, if State is the label
associated with the drop down list with values New
York, Ohio, Chicago viz. in the form interface, and then
attribute values group which matches with any of the
mentioned values will be assigned a label State.
iii. Search Keywords based: Since records in query result
page are fetched based on search keywords in Form
Interface, those values matching with any search
keyword will be assigned the name of the form element
as label.

OBA [16]

100
80
60
40
20
0
Movies

Cars
SA

FA

Job

Real Estate

STRA

MHA

Sports

Fig. 4. Contribution of various Heuristics in annotation.
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Multiple
Heuristics based
Annotator
(MHA)

Count

Sucess Rate in Labeling of various HeurisƟcs

Books

Structural
Featured based
Annotator
(STRA)

4
2
4
2
3
3
2
5
4
2
2
3
3
4
4
3
3
5
2
2

Table 3
Comparison of annotators based on precision and recall.
Domain

Form Interface
based Annotator
(FA)

Journal
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The algorithm for Multi-Heuristics based Annotator
(MHA) is given below:

4. Experimental results
The system is implemented in Java and it uses Jaunt API
[21] for DOM tree generation. Experiment is carried out on
TEL dataset provided by UUIC [22] and also on web pages
belonging to more than 10 different business domains. UUIC
repository [22] contains schema of 211 websites belonging to
4 different domains namely Books (55), Automobiles (55),
Movies (52) and Music (49).
Table 2 shows the performance of three annotators separately and MHA. From the results, it is clear that the number
of attributes getting labeled is maximum when combination of
all three annotation heuristics are used (MHA).
Table 3 shows the comparison of Multiple Heuristic
Annotator (MHA), Multi-Source Automatic Annotation
(MSAA) [2] and Ontology based Annotator (OBA) [16] based
on precision and recall values. Precision (4.1) and Recall (4.2)
values are calculated as follows:

Algorithm Multiple_Heuristics_Annotator
Input: Set of Attribute values Groups AG ¼ {ag1,ag2 …
agn}
Output: assign li belonging to L for every agj in AG
1. for each agj in AG do
2. if agj satisfies IF-Then rules in Semantic Rules
Database then
3. Assign agj corresponding Semantic Label lsemantic
mentioned in Then part
4. else if agj satisfies any rules corresponding to Form
Interface then
5. Assign agj corresponding Label lform present in Form
Interface
6. else if agj satisfies any rules corresponding to
Structural Features then
7. Assign agj corresponding Label lstructure
8. else
9. Assign label manually

Precision ¼
Recall ¼

Attribute value Groups (AG) for which label has to be
assigned is given as input to the algorithm. An AG might
satisfy rules belonging to several annotators. In order to avoid
conflict in assigning labels, semantic rules are given higher
preference over form interface based rules followed by syntactic structure based rules. If any DG does not map to rules
specified by all the three annotators then it is labeled
manually.

No: of attributes labeled correctly
Total no: of attributes labelled

No: of attributes labeled correctly
Total no: of attributes present

ð4:1Þ
ð4:2Þ

4.1. Contribution of individual annotators vs. MHA in
label prediction
From the graph shown in Fig. 4, the following observations
are made: Semantic Annotator is useful when search forms are
simple and therefore most of the labels have to be determined
based on the domain knowledge. Form Interface based

C. Comma Separated Values (CSV generator) e Used to
regenerate the backend structured data in CSV format.

Precision and Recall values
Precision

Recall

100

98
96
94
92
90
88
MHA

MSAA[2]

OBA[16]

MHA – Multiple Heuristic Annotator, MSAA – Multi – Source Automatic Annotation&
OBA – Ontology Based Annotation

Fig. 5. Comparison of various annotators based on precision and recall values. MHA e Multiple Heuristic Annotator, MSAA e Multi-Source Automatic
Annotation & OBA e Ontology Based Annotation.
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Annotator is helpful when we deal with advance search
interface where most of the labels are present in the search
interface forms themselves. Structural Annotator is useful in
cases such as journal websites where the search results have
explicit attribute nameevalue pairs or data records are structured in the form of table. In order to increase the numbers of
attribute value groups getting labeled, proposed system takes
advantage of all the three types of annotators.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of MHA with existing approaches such as MSAA [2] and OBA [16] based on precision
and recall values. The proposed approach outperforms the
existing approaches since, in addition to the commonly used
heuristics, it uses domain knowledge encoded in the form of
semantic rules. Fig. 4 shows that contribution of Semantics
based Annotator is high in most of the domains compared to
other heuristics. Since the proposed technique makes use of
Semantic Annotator as a major component in the labeling
process, it is able to achieve high accuracy.
5. Conclusion
Annotation of deep web data is less researched compared to
web data extraction. On the other hand, it is a crucial step in
data extraction process without which data extraction task is
incomplete. This paper overcomes the limitations of existing
approaches by using domain knowledge. Domain knowledge
is incorporated in the form of If-Then rules as part of semantic
annotator. It greatly improves the accuracy of labeling in terms
of precision, recall and number of attributes getting labeled. In
future, the proposed technique might be extended to resolve
the problem of multiple annotation of single data values group
by determining the most appropriate label.
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